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A B S T R A C T The emergence of a new urban underclass in China is a major
challenge confronting the Communist Party, and its potential for fomenting
instability has unnerved the Party. A strong case can be made, however, that the
members of this emerging group have been cast into their current plight chiefly
as a result of the marketization reforms that the regime itself set into motion two
and a half decades ago. The group is comprised of recently laid-off workers,
underpaid and underprivileged migrant labourers from the countryside, and any
others who have fallen into penury with the withdrawal of job and welfare security
and the elimination of free health care in the cities, which have accompanied the
government’s “economic reforms”. However, the challenge may not be as great as
is often feared, for the same reforms have equipped the leadership with a battery
of “weapons” that have the power to mitigate the expression of grievances,
including new welfare measures, state-of-the-art surveillance technologies and
crowd control equipment.
K E Y W O R D S Chinese cities / coercion / instability / migration / poverty / protest /
underclass / welfare

I. INTRODUCTION
Among the most portentous of the challenges confronting the Chinese
Communist Party in the early years of the century is the emergence of a
new underclass within the municipalities. The members of this inchoate,
largely unmobilized horde are one-time workers lately laid off from their
jobs, the underpaid and unprivileged migrant labourers from the countryside, and any others who have recently fallen into penury. Ironically, it
is precisely the fundamentally altered agenda put forward by the ruling
party after 1978 that, over a couple of decades, has succeeded in producing a poverty-stricken mass among the urban populace, a segment of citydwelling people who, rather suddenly, must daily depend upon their own
ingenuity to scrape together the meagre wherewithal for their own and
their families’ sustenance. Thus, a paradox at the heart of this threat is
that it is the Party’s policies themselves that, sometimes inadvertently,
other times intentionally, have been the begetters of this particular
bogeyman that so haunts the nation’s ruling elite.
This perceived menace, in turn, has driven the leaders to devise
solutions that, for the most part, have so far tempered the dangers these
politicians so fear. The methods the leadership has used to achieve this
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can best be conceived as weapons of the current Chinese state: first, a
transformed regime alliance, whose creation entailed junking a decadesold Marxist coalition (based upon workers and peasants) and constructing in its stead a compact with capitalists and development-driven local
officials; and second, a flexible manipulation of long-employed, but now
refurbished, bureaucratic, financial and coercive tools, some of which are
put into the service of invigorating the labour market and assisting laidoff workers, others of which involve tactics of terror and intimidation.
Each of these tools derives much of its force from the ample prosperity surrounding the cities of China today. It is fair to say that, thus far,
the very economic reforms that have brought about new quandaries of
control over the needy have, at the same time, also helped the leadership
to summon up remedies adequate for keeping the worst of these quandaries’ repercussions at bay.
In this paper, I first demonstrate my claim that the economic reforms
are the force that brought about this poverty and marginalization that
now so bedevil the Party rulers, and I lay out the background to and the
nature of the associated problems. Next, I show how what I am terming
“weapons of the state” have been forged or enhanced by the turn to
marketization and the affluence this afforded the state, and how these
tools are being put to use to quiet the discontented.

II. THREE NEW GROUPS IN THE CITIES: WHERE DID THEY
COME FROM?
The three groups in the cities that most worry the Party leaders are the
“laid-off” and unemployed former workers, the resident farmers from the
countryside who come into the towns in search of work, and the growing
numbers of poor people, the latter a conglomeration for the most part of
members of the former two. All of these groups were either totally nonexistent before the economic reforms that began after 1978, or they
expanded significantly in the wake of these reforms.
The Party’s near-constant invocation of the dangers of “social instability”, and its tireless efforts to remain on top of this peril, are often
directed precisely at the three groups noted above – each once a partisan
of the previous so-called “worker–peasant alliance” that shored up the
regime of the socialist era. Granted, the more than 3 million officially
recorded protesters who took to the streets in some 58,000 “mass incidents” in 2003 (including farmers, laid-off workers, teachers and students,
among others) – a 6.6 per cent increase from the year before(1) – were
expressing their outrage about many things, including cadre corruption,
land seizures, high taxes, environmental damage and untreated medical
problems.
But the issue that especially haunts the leadership remains the anger
of workers and peasants who feel themselves short-changed, as losers in
the wake of reform era “reforms”. Indeed, “anti-terrorist” exercises were
held in autumn 2003 in a number of cities, directed at preventing
outbreaks of urban violence at the hands of aroused workers(2) – people
not receiving their unemployment compensation, their pensions or their
living allowances, or those still at work but struggling under the burdens
of poor working conditions and unpaid wages.(3)
The numbers of those whose situation has declined is difficult to
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calculate with any accuracy. Recent figures for the laid off and unemployed go as high as some 60 million;(4) and the migrant population is
loosely listed as anywhere from 100 to 200 million people, who have left
their rural homes in search of work since the 1980s.(5) Official figures for
the “unemployed” refer only to once-workers who register their joblessness and who hail only from no-longer extant firms, owned by the state,
which had paid into the unemployment insurance fund set up after 1986
before ceasing to exist. The figures omit those people said to have been
“laid off” (xiagang), a status used to refer to people who, in theory, were
still connected to their firms and in receipt of basic livelihood allowances
from these after the mid-1990s. However, even this latter statistic is
deeply flawed, as it refers only to the furloughed employees who were
once on the payroll of state firms and who had been admitted to a “reemployment service centre”,(6) a privilege that an uncounted number of
enterprises either could not afford, or did not bother, to install.
The rate of re-employment for the enormous numbers of people
thrown out of work declined continuously after 1998. For instance, at the
end of 1999, the re-employment rate was 42 per cent, a drop of ten
percentage points from the previous year.(7) By the end of June 2001, the
rate had plummeted to just over 10 per cent, a drop of five percentage
points from the year before. As of that time, a study of 59 large and
medium size cities found that, on average, for every 100 job seekers there
were just 65 jobs.(8)
As for the urban poor, they have generally been estimated to number
somewhere between 15 and 37 million, depending upon whether income
or expenditure is used as the standard for poverty.(9) One study, however,
arrived at related, but much more startling, figures: the Chinese National
Bureau of Statistics, in collaboration with the State Council Research
Office and several other agencies, discovered that, nationwide, 20 to 30
million urban-registered workers had fallen into poverty in recent years
and that, with their family members, they added up to about 40 to 50
million people altogether, or almost 13 per cent of the urban population.(10) But even the statistics showing 30 or even 50 million povertystricken urbanites in recent years are far from complete. This is because
such figures omit from the count rural migrants living in cities, who do
not hold urban household registration and who earn only about half the
income that urbanites do on average, according to some studies.(11) Even
the official China Daily reported that some “. . . 15 to 20 per cent of migrant
workers in cities live below the poverty line”,(12) which, if true, could bring
the total number of destitute to as many as 70 million, if the very highest
estimates of the poor among the urban-registered populace are added to
the outsiders.
Reflecting the drop in their quality of life, as much as 28.9 per cent
of the population surveyed in recent years has reported dissatisfaction
with their lives, again a growing number.(13)

a. Laid-off workers
A massive discharge of workers began in Chinese cities only in the mid1990s. For the first time in the cities of the People’s Republic, there were
widespread instances of people with the ability and desire to work, but
who were unable to find jobs. Earlier periods of urban unemployment
existed in the PRC in the early 1950s, the mid-1960s, and the late 1970s.
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But in each case, the government was able to devise programmes – sometimes distasteful, as in the 1960s rustication movement – that to a large
extent disposed of the problem. Besides, in these earlier eras, it was for
the most part the never-employed who searched for jobs; in the present
era, it is a case of massive dismissals of the labour-age population.
It is not accurate to assert that this was fully the fault of the government. Rather, the employment problem had several long-standing roots.
First of all, decades of emphasis on full urban employment (or a practicable approximation thereof) under the socialist-era planned economy
led, in time, to vast numbers of surplus urban labourers, a phenomenon
often referred to in China by the 1990s as “hidden unemployment”. From
the late 1980s onwards, the government has claimed that excess labour
in the cities amounts to as much as one-third of the workers on the job.(14)
That legacy of the command economy was compounded by new
difficulties in the labour market, as China began to modernize in earnest
in and after the 1980s. As industry became progressively more capital
intensive, and as foreign imports entered the machinery market, laboursaving technology started to replace workers.(15) At the same time, a
glaring mismatch developed between the low-skilled, undereducated
workforce that a range of Maoist policies had fostered (not least the antiintellectualism of the Cultural Revolution) and the state of the art aspirations of the regime. This disjuncture led to an inexorable process of
structural unemployment,(16) one ever more in evidence as the 1990s
wore on. With these forces working to crowd out human labour, the
employment elasticity of economic growth steadily declined. By the late
1990s, the growth rate of employment was a mere one-third of what it
had been in the 1980s.(17)
Meanwhile, by the late 1980s and early 1990s, severe competition
had appeared for the state enterprises, both from domestic, non-state
firms, which were not responsible for providing welfare and other benefits
to the staff and labour force as state enterprises were, and – as China
lowered its tariffs after the late 1980s in preparation for joining the
General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (which, in 1995, became the
World Trade Organization) – from imported foreign goods.(18) This factor,
added to the rising prices for industrial inputs that came with price
reform, undermined the business of the state sector, and losses soared.
Matching the intensifying drama of heightened firm losses was a progressive rise in the numbers suddenly thrown out of work. Between the end
of 1992 and the end of 1998, state and urban collective(19) firms together
let go some 37 million workers, while the old public sector firms alone
cut one-third of their workforce.(20) The best evidence of state pressure
behind these losses is a quota system devised around 1997 to force
factories to dispose of set percentages of their workforces, the fulfillment
of which was one basis for evaluating leading cadres’ work.(21)
As for the unemployed, in early 2004 the overseas edition of the
People’s Daily reported that the leadership hoped that the official registered urban unemployment rate could be held below 4.7 per cent that
year. (This rate officially pertains only to workers dismissed from firms no
longer in existence, whether because of merger or bankruptcy, who hold
urban residence and who register their joblessness). The rate had already
climbed to 4.3 per cent in 2003, which itself was an increase of 0.3
percentage points over 2002, all in all a clear sign that the actual numbers
were steadily rising year on year.(22) Moreover, a study conducted in 1999
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by China’s official trade union found that 48.7 per cent of the “reemployed” laid-off people it counted were self-employed, while of the
other 51.3 per cent who had been re-hired, well over half (59 per cent)
were engaged in temporary, informal work that came without benefits.(23)
But even as these demand-side, market-driven factors were working
to reduce the numbers of workers on the job, official efforts to recreate
the labour regime – through pilot programmes, pronouncements,
temporary rulings, regulations and laws permitting, and even calling for,
cutting the workforce – significantly intensified and hastened their influence. The first governmental experiments surrounding the labour system
took place almost immediately after the Party’s official switch to a focus
on rapid modernization in late 1978. As early as 1980, trial schemes in
term-limited labour contracting were undertaken in a few key places.(24)
Years of debate and indecision followed,(25) with unemployment
remaining unlegitimized, much less encouraged, throughout the 1980s.
Nonetheless, state-sponsored industrial reforms starting in the early
1980s – with their emphasis upon money-making and high productivity,
and with their granting of new financial and decisional powers to localities, firms and managers – did render workers’ security less certain.(26)
Little by little, managers took advantage of their powers and heightened
autonomy sometimes to transfer workers, occasionally to let them go, a
license that was further enhanced when, after 1986, enterprise leaders
were allowed to lease the firms that they had been directing.(27)
Explicit, relevant governmental decisions specifically on labour were
slow to take effect although they began as early as 1986. In that year, a
set of labour-related regulations appeared, including one officially instituting labour contracting. These new rulings put the concept of unemployment squarely on the table, challenging the old doctrine that a work
post would last forever. Soon, the official unemployment rate crept up,
with a 1988 State Council order assigning management responsibility for
their enterprises’ profits and losses, along with relevant rights and
powers.(28) The next step came in 1992, when several critical labour
market decisions appeared, including one specifically allowing management to dismiss labour.(29) In the autumn, the Fourteenth Congress of the
Chinese Communist Party meeting labelled the economy a “socialist
market”, giving market reforms of all kinds a big boost. Slowly, with the
state’s imprimatur, firms in trouble had a justification to discharge their
staff.
The critical Third Plenum of this Central Committee convened in
November of the following year, an occasion that represented a real
turning point. The forum announced the goal of creating a full-scale
market economy, albeit one quaintly still billed as “socialist”.(30) At this
same time, an attempt to restructure the system of enterprise ownership
got underway, entailing the conversion of selected state firms into
market-guided bodies, with the aim of establishing a “modern enterprise
system.”(31) Here was another stamp of approval from officialdom on
letting workers go.
China’s Labour Law was re-written in 1994, the first in the PRC to
sanction firing,(32) and, in 1995, the old system of life-long employment
was officially terminated.(33) Between 1993 and 1995, and with these new
pronouncements, the “hidden unemployment” whose disposal had been
undecided for a decade was formally, legally forced out into the open.(34)
Many with jobs suddenly found themselves without them.
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Two regime-decreed austerity programmes, one from 1988 to 1990
and the second from 1993 to 1995, also constituted politically induced
circumstances that resulted in much attrition in the labour force. Both
times, the contractions were instigated to squeeze inflation that had
exploded in the wake of over-vigorous growth spurts in the respective
previous year or two. During those years, most firms were denied loans,(35)
and the consequent budget trimming and plant failures that resulted did
their part (along with the more market-driven factors mentioned above)
in driving out labour.(36) In 1996, as the number of firms that filed for
bankruptcy rose, a full 45 per cent of all state firms were dealing with
deficits.(37) In the first half of that year, state industry experienced an
overall loss for the first time,(38) and by the following year, more than half
the state enterprises were struggling, already in the red.(39) When the
second contractionary project was said to have cooled down the economy
and a “soft landing” was proclaimed in 1996, the leadership’s goal of
restructuring state firms picked up steam once again.(40) In yet another
thrust against surplus labour, early in 1996 a decision was announced to
“. . . grasp the large (firms) and let go the smaller ones” – as, through sales,
leasing and mergers (zhuada fangxiao),(41) management were given a ready
excuse to trim their workforces.
But the real effort was yet to come. The shedding of labour underwent a genuine leap forward in the aftermath of the Fifteenth Party
Congress in September 1997. The meeting featured two thrusts that each
had a truly significant impact on the fate of the state-sector workforce:
one was its re-invigoration of the earlier drive to remodel state firms into
share and limited liability companies, moves that generally were accompanied by cutting back the payrolls; the other was the explicit authorization for an enormous offensive of worker dismissals under the slogan “cut
the workforce and raise efficiency”.(42)
So, although undoubtedly economic forces undermined the position
of the state sector and its workers over the years, it is just as true that
Party-state policies were working in the same direction throughout the
1990s and beyond, unquestionably magnifying the impact of the market.
The upshot is that, by 2004 the regime was facing what is probably the
unsolvable dilemma of droves of labour-age people unable to find proper
employment; while the government was deeply concerned about
managing to find just 8 million jobs for the work-able populace in 2003,
about 15 million new job seekers were expected to enter the labour
market each year, through to 2020, including first-time entrants, the
unemployed and migrants coming from the countryside.(43)

b. Peasant migrants in the cities
After conquering the country in 1949, Party leaders almost immediately
tried to keep the cities clear of rural folk.(44) At first, in the 1950s, their
efforts were meant to ensure order, keep better track of the populace, and
guarantee that the numbers of urbanites would be manageable. As the
1950s wore on, the increasingly stringent ban on peasants entering cities
reserved urban resources for heavy industrialization and the city workers
who engaged in it, while making certain that country people stayed home
to produce sufficient quantities of grain to keep city residents adequately
fed.(45)
But after the disastrous Great Leap Forward of the late 1950s,
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concerns over food grain shortages and potentially ominous urban
hunger led the leadership to take draconian measures: it banished back
to the countryside tens of millions of country workers who had somehow
slipped into town in the previous decade.(46) Once resettled, these farmers
languished in field labour for the next 20 years.
In the early 1980s, however, China’s leaders did let the ruralites leave
the villages, without, however, allowing these farmers to switch their residence registration (called hukou), nor allowing any urban benefits to those
who moved into town. At that point, within just a few years of Chairman
Mao’s demise in 1976, there was sudden, headlong industrialization and
frantic building in the cities. This, combined with the lack of services that
had occurred during the socialist era (socialist China’s urban focus was
on heavy industry), carved out a gaping chasm into which peasant
workers – freed from the farms as a result of the ending of the communes
by 1982 – unceasingly poured.
Even as the economy became steadily more marketized, and as
planning and rationing slowly fell away, the shadow of the hukou, a
wholly state-created, socialist-era institution, was not easily eradicated.
Despite the hefty contribution to urban prosperity of the peasant workers’
toil,(47) many millions of these people remain pariahs once in town – the
objects of discrimination, harassment and even violence.(48) In short,
while in recent years regulations at both central and local government
have attempted to erase some of the evils of earlier state rulings, the stamp
of the past lives on in inherited habits of bullying on the part of officialdom.
Most menacing for stability is the increasing willingness of migrant
workers hired by foreign-invested firms along the coast to protest against
their working conditions, which include 14 to 18-hour workdays with no
overtime pay, paltry meals lacking in nourishment, a rigid workplace
regime of enslaving regulations, physical brutality and the non-receipt of
wages.(49) Indeed, the official paper, the China Daily, openly acknowledged in August 2004 that more than 360 billion yuan in unpaid wages
was then owed to migrant workers.(50) If the state did not mark these
people with the denigrating label of “peasant registration” (nongmin
hukou), and were its local officials not intent on attracting outside investment by sustaining access to low-wage, defenceless labour, the treatment
accorded these workers could be improved.

c. Urban poverty
The new urban poverty that emerged in the second half of the 1990s –
in the midst of striking, ostentatious wealth – is clearly the outcome of
specific policies of the central government. In the cities, true, there had
always been the disadvantaged after 1949 – those without an occupation,
without offspring or spouses, the disabled and people with no stable
source of income. But these people generally survived in the shadows and
out of sight, subsisting (just barely) as members of the “three withouts”,
on a mere pittance in the form of meagre “social relief” from civil affairs
departments.(51)
Prior to the 1990s, pockets of penury were concentrated either in the
rural areas or in the provinces of the northwest and the southwest.(52) But
since 1995, there has been serious urban poverty. The finding by the
World Bank that China’s Gini coefficient grew from 0.36 to 0.44 between
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1990 and 2000 – or another account that cites estimates as high as 0.5,(53)
do not in themselves expose this new source of disparity, startling though
the swift incidence of inequality shown in these data may be.(54)
Initially, urban economic reforms bred optimism. Even into the late
1990s, disposable income increased at an average annual per capita rate
of 5.7 per cent in real terms in the cities, while the urban wage for staff
and workers experienced an average per capita annual increase of 15.9
per cent during the Ninth Five-Year Plan period (1996 to 2001). And
permanent residents’ average disposable income rose to 6,860 yuan per
year, an 18.88-fold improvement over 1978, when reform began.(55) By
2004, at the Second Session of the Tenth National People’s Congress,
Premier Wen Jiabao was able to proclaim that per capita gross domestic
product had passed the US$ 1,000 benchmark, and that per capita disposable income for urban residents had risen to 8,472 yuan.(56)
But evolving externalities of these very uplifting improvements
began to manifest themselves in the cities after 1994.(57) Much of the new
urban poverty that surfaced during this period was the immediate
product of job losses.(58) Moreover, since the many millions of peasant
migrants now living in the cities tend to be paid on average as little as
half what employed urbanites receive, and often do not get paid at all,(59)
poverty among their ranks is the norm.(60) A multi-stage, random sample
survey undertaken in 2001 in the major inland city of Wuhan found that
the income differentials between those who had lately become rich
quickly and the new poor were in the range of 40:1.(61) On a national
scale, as of mid-2004, half of the country’s bank deposits were owned by
the richest 5 per cent of the population.(62) Another root of the problem
of poverty is the ongoing need to upgrade the still-in-formation social
welfare system for laid-off and unemployed workers(63) – to say nothing
of the migrants in urban areas, who have usually been treated as ineligible
for any welfare there.(64)
Startling findings from interview material in a recently published
volume reveal the depths of destitution to which today’s poorest urbanites succumb. The study documents what the very destitute are compelled
to consume to stay alive; over half the poor families in three of the survey
cities never eat meat, and over 80 per cent of their non-staple foods are
the very cheapest vegetables, with some informants even professing to
subsist on the greens left on the ground to rot at the end of market day.
Others, especially in Lanzhou, lack the funds even to eat vegetables, and
scrape by just on potatoes and buns. Regarding medical treatment, as
many as 50 to 70 per cent could not afford to visit a hospital for treatment. And with respect to education, the team uncovered the unsettling
information that, while only about 7 per cent of poor families had
stopped sending their children to school in Shanghai, as many as 20 per
cent fell into this category in other cities.(65)
These three new groups, which constitute trouble spots in the cities,
are the result of, or have been exacerbated by, state policies from the late
1990s onwards. All three have been brought out into the open and made
more severe by the progress of the programme of “economic reforms” and
marketization. To make such claims is not to aver that the planned
economy ought not to have been dismantled, or that the pre-1978 nearegalitarianism that marked the urban areas under Maoist-style socialism
should have been preserved. It is simply a set of statements backed up by
the data I have been able to assemble.
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III. THE STATE’S SOLUTIONS AND THE TOOLS IT USES: THE
WEAPONS OF THE STATE
The party-state’s own economic reforms must bear immediate responsibility for the relatively large-scale joblessness, mistreated migrant labour
and resultant indigence present in the municipalities. Those same
reforms, meanwhile, have offered the authorities the means to forestall,
dull or quell the associated disaffection among the urban populace. The
tools honed by the political elite with the aid of their reforms have two
components: a new social alliance undergirding their rule; and upgraded
bureaucratic, financial and coercive capabilities. Each of these aids the
leadership to adopt active labour market policies and bolster the regime’s
repressive capabilities. I argue that this package of tactics has enabled the
authorities and their local counterparts to stay one step ahead of what
would otherwise amount to serious trouble for them.

a. A transformed regime alliance
Westerners researching the rise of the private sector over the past dozen
years have reached the common conclusion that its members have been
handily joined in a symbiotic relationship with the Party leaders.(66)
While in 1994 workers and farmers still made up nearly two-thirds of the
membership of the Communist Party, by the end of 2003 they accounted
for under half,(67) even as the Party’s organization department put out a
document in the same year refining the rules for recruiting entrepreneurs,
as authorized in a speech by then Party General-Secretary Jiang Zemin, in
2001.
Business people are increasingly becoming members of the legislature
in the localities, and stand as candidates in village elections.(68) Late in
2003, the Party’s annual plenary convocation issued a decision to revise
the governmental constitution, so that private property would be
protected and the interests of the private sector would be furthered.(69) At
the same time, political cadres in the communities were being evaluated
throughout the 1980s and 1990s in terms of their pushing forward
economic growth in their areas. Attracting foreign investment, which is
an obvious way to reach that goal, is a high priority.(70)
These developments have heightened the importance of factors that
keep output on the increase, a shared objective for officialdom and the
business community at all levels. Among the chief factors relevant in this
discussion are ensuring that labour costs remain low, and local peace and
order. One representative example among many was a case where
footwear workers, angered over low wages, forced overtime work, verbal
abuse and beatings aimed at speeding up production, went on strike at a
factory in the Pearl River Delta. The local government arrested several of
the workers, at the request of the foreign managers.(71) And it has been
the case for at least a decade that local officials have turned a blind eye
to malpractices in foreign-invested firms in their regions in an ongoing
effort to attract maximal capital.
Similarly, when workers at state-owned plants protest their layoffs or
lack of compensation, local authorities have allied with factory leaders to
prevent or contain demonstrations. One typical instance occurred when
retrenched oil workers in Chongqing tried to bring legal action against
their former employers. The city’s police emergency unit halted their
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effort to collect funds on the street and tried to arrest the organizers.(72)
In short, with the Party’s elevation of productivity and high growth it has,
of necessity, made common cause with capitalists, while also providing
new incentives for cadres to quash any protest actions that could threaten
steady and rising output. In the course of promoting these objectives, the
old alliance between the Party and the proletariat has gone by the
wayside.

b. Bureaucratic, financial and coercive tools
With the help of a new social class alliance and the ongoing availability
of customary, but revamped, media and statistical networks, the Partystate is probably as efficacious as in the past at promoting its aims. New
programmes, funding and coercive technologies also have positioned the
bureaucracy to upgrade some mechanisms long in use, even as it implements newer ones. The programmes which attempt to cater to the sense
of restlessness, betrayal and disgruntlement among the poor and jobless
are surprisingly multifold and many of them have been, if not watertight,
still moderately effective. The most critical ones are: enforcement of a reemployment programme for the laid off, paired with a range of active
labour market policies; promotion of the law, plus recourse for the angry
to the courts and arbitration; reforms to improve the plight of the migrant
population; the beginnings of a social security network; a minimum
livelihood guarantee for the poverty-stricken; subsidies to hard-hit areas;
whatever measure of industrial policy the regime can get away with, given
its World Trade Organization commitments; and last, but not least, harsh
repression of those who protest or otherwise demonstrate their discontent.
As is the case with all of the enhanced modalities of control, the
economic reforms themselves have afforded the government new
resources for effecting bureaucratic, financial and coercive strategies.
These have included the installation of restructured taxation and fiscal
systems in 1994 that brought more funds to the central government,
upgraded systems for financial supervision, and strengthened market
regulatory institutions.(73) The upshot has been that the central state has
been exceedingly watchful, focused on modulating and increasing its
input whenever the leadership deems this necessary, and which it now
has the tools to do.
The first of the new arrangements is the re-employment programme,
a monumental effort that originated in April 1995 with the ambitious aim
of somehow contriving the settlement of the laid-off state-sector
workers.(74) Shanghai set up the model of the “re-employment service
centre” that year, which was to provide a caretaker role for an industry’s
workers by helping with the disbursal of their basic livelihood allowances,
medical insurance and pensions; and by retraining them and finding
them new employment. Thereafter, this system became a key component
of the programme.
In two different studies, over half of those laid off were able, via forms
of early retirement, to retain their ties with their re-employment centre
or their firm rather than looking for jobs.(75) But at the same time, the
project was also touted as one that forced some workers out of the factory,
ideally providing them with preferential treatment (such as tax exemptions and reductions, cancellation of licensing, management, sanitation
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and other fees, provision of market sites and stalls, etc.) if they were to
start new businesses. Although each worker was originally meant to
receive just three years of special help from this initiative, in 2003,
workers once eligible who continued to flounder were offered extensions.(76) The central government allocated an impressive 77.9 billion
yuan in 2004, over 11 per cent more than in 2003 – which itself was
nearly 20 per cent more than in 2002 – for laid-off workers and the poor,
while localities were also to increase their outlays.(77) This programme has
nipped discontent in the bud for millions.
In recent years, the focus has been on attempts to create new jobs,(78)
to develop labour-intensive industries and small and medium-sized firms,
to promote the non-public (or private) sector, and to encourage the
tertiary sector,(79) plus offering occupational training.(80) Some provinces
went so far as to use employment creation as one criterion for evaluating
their local officials’ work.(81) Reportedly, the government has also
continued to extend preferential policies to laid-off workers who set up
their own businesses, such as exemption from administrative fees and
taxes for limited periods, and subsidies for interest payments on small
loans.(82) One example of state largesse is the additional 4.7 billion yuan
the government allocated for job creation in 2004.(83) These policies also
mitigate the pain of job loss for their recipients.
Still, there are weaknesses. The principal problem is the continued
scarcity of capital devoted to loans for micro-businesses, the inappropriateness of job training either for the trainees or for market demand, and
training charges that the non-working population cannot afford.(84) It
would appear that only about half of those who were dismissed from their
posts managed to obtain this beneficial treatment,(85) that is, the workers
from the larger, wealthier firms. This means that, at minimum, employees
who live together at the biggest, best-appointed plants – i.e., those whose
high expectations from the state would have been most seriously
damaged and those who would find it easiest to organize were they not
catered to – have the least cause to stir up trouble.(86)
Promotion of the law has been a mixed blessing, for labour as well
as for the state. True, offering workers legal redress has turned their attention at least temporarily from the streets to the mediation tables and even
to adjudication, and so may well have reduced the number of street
demonstrations.(87) But workers have often found that arbitration has not
functioned effectively. Although Article 27 of the 1995 Labour Law
promises that:
“If a work unit is on the verge of bankruptcy and is ordered to enter
into a period of statutory consolidation, or runs into great financial
difficulties and it is deemed necessary to lay off workers, it shall
explain the situation to the trade union or to all the staff and
workers 30 days in advance and solicit their opinions as well as
report to the labour administrative department before dismissal is
carried out.”(88)
The truth, however, is that despite the existence of this rule, it is rarely
honoured, and such abridgement has been the focus for much labour
anger.
Firms are also required to pay owed wages to workers upon going
bankrupt or being taken over, but numerous worker lawsuits have failed
to enforce this.(89) As workers’ consciousness of their own rights increases,
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they are gradually more and more apt to take their grievances to a court
of law; indeed, between 1995 and 2001, the number of labour disputes
adjudicated by the courts rose from just over 28,000 to nearly 101,000.(90)
But outcomes are unpredictable, as most judges are still appointed by
their local Party committees, and therefore their principal goal is to
remain in the good graces of the members of these committees.(91) On
the whole, however, the state’s provision of a novel outlet for labourers’
anger, along with its recognition and promotion of workers’ rights and
interests (at least at the level of rhetoric) has had some effect. It is likely
that many aggrieved on-the-job industrial employees and former
employees have spent time and energy seeking legal redress, rather than
rushing immediately onto the streets. In this way, stability has been
enhanced.
Reforms for migrant workers have gradually come about since the
second half of the 1990s, even if not all migrants have benefited from the
measures. The first measure to emerge was one easing the regulations for
outside labour residing in small towns,(92) followed by another the next
year that gave permanent residency rights to a citizen’s spouse, parents
and children, and allowed successful business people to settle in cities.(93)
In 2000, quotas were eliminated for household registration in small cities
and towns, and Ningxia province, for one, abolished urban residency
restrictions.(94) In 2001, the residents of rural areas were allowed to apply
for residence permits in smaller cities and towns if they could prove they
had a legal home and a stable source of income there.(95) A few years later,
Jiangsu province ruled that the separation of rural and urban hukous
would be abolished as of the start of 2003.(96)
In the spring of 2002, the State Development Planning Commission
ordered that the excessive illegal fees being charged migrants be returned
to them.(97) Early the next year, to some fanfare, the State Council issued
a directive stating that rural migrants have a “legal right” to work in cities,
and prohibiting job discrimination based on residency, while ordering
police to provide urban residency documents to any migrant who finds
employment.(98) The effectiveness of new regulations, however, must be
questioned. A prime case that puts their implementation into doubt
occurred over 2002 and 2003. In April 2002, Guangdong province
enacted a ban on the detention of migrants who lacked residency or work
permits, provided they had an urban home and a regular job.(99) But less
than a year later, a college student from out of town was beaten to death
while in detention, after failing to produce a temporary residency
permit.(100)
Still, there are definitely past-peasants living in the cities, who have
been made aware of these reforms by the residence committees in the
districts in which they live and who have taken advantage of them.(101)
City registration has aided some migrant parents in sending their children
to school at manageable cost, and might help them to find decent jobs.
It ought also to halt the discrimination such incomers have suffered.
Perhaps most important, one former peasant woman confided to me that
her family members now:
“. . . feel at peace (at least on this account), and have a sense of
‘equilibrium in (their) hearts’ (xinli pingheng) . . . People are people
. . . I’m a person, why shouldn’t I be the same as other people (Wo
shi ren, wei shenma bu gen bieren yiyang?)”(102)
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The first new welfare programme appeared in tandem with the 1986
Regulation on Labour Contracts.(103) This was the first Regulation on
Unemployment Insurance (UI) (State Council Document 77), designed to
assist contract labourers when their terms were up, if they met the necessary conditions. In that same year, a Regulation on Discharging Employees
was also announced.
But none of these decrees had much, if any, impact at the time.(104)
Since the ruling tied a worker’s chances of receiving recompense to
his/her enterprise’s willingness or ability to help finance the fund, the
previous custom of binding the employee’s fate to his/her former firm
continued.(105) The most significant operative point was that bankrupt
firms’ workers were to be cared for, if not by their own failed firm,
then by their local government.(106) But it was precisely those firms no
longer able to sustain their previous, probably bloated, workforces that
were unable to afford to contribute to the local UI fund.(107) Thus a
worker’s chance to receive any benefit when out of work remained
hinged to the poverty or prosperity of the firm to which s/he had been
attached.
With the November 1993 Third Plenum of the Fourteenth Party
Central Committee, the goal for state firm reform was the creation of a
“modern enterprise system”, in which firms were to become financially
self-sufficient.(108) A month later, to deal with the rising numbers of
workers losing their jobs, revised provisions, entitled Regulations on
Unemployment Insurance for Staff and Workers of State-Owned Enterprises (Document 110), came out, specifying that benefits should go only
to state enterprise workers.(109) With this, the percentage of the workforce
covered by UI actually dropped as the proportion of the urban workforce
moving to jobs in the non-state and foreign-funded, unprotected sectors
rose.(110) There was also a reluctance or outright refusal by managers of
more successful firms – or of firms strapped for funds – to give current
resources even to other firms in their own city.(111)
Throughout the 1990s, the rising numbers of workers without an
extant work unit – and the extent of official bankruptcies (although
never large) – overwhelmed the UI fund, already beset by the growing
number of loss-making state firms. To address this quandary, in 1999 an
attempt was made to expand the funding base for UI. A State Council
document extended coverage to all urban work units of any ownership
type, and raised the firm’s contribution rate to 2 per cent of the wage
bill, while demanding that employees turn over 1 per cent of their
wages.(112) While this move may have meant that more people became
eligible for UI, the funds that could be raised in a locality were still a
direct function of the economic health of its firms. And in 2003, authorities admitted that a number of poorer provinces were collecting less
than they paid out.(113)
In the year 2000, the central government created a National Social
Security Fund, but it has failed to standardize the programme; instead, its
monies are disbursed to subsidize areas where many firms are too
indebted to fund their own accounts.(114) This is one instance of a general
practice in which the central government underwrites welfare expenses
in regions of penury, a form of charity that tends to quiet protesters at
least for a while.
A programme entitled the Minimum Livelihood Guarantee System
(in Chinese, colloquially known as the dibao) was initiated in 1993 to
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cope with the new-found destitution in Shanghai, which spread in the
following years, although with much local variation.(115) The policy was
formalized in 1997, and all cities nationwide were called upon to set up
the system. But by the end of September 1999, although some 500 cities
had put it in place, the recipient population amounted to just 2.82
million people. Still, progress had been made: of those being served, only
about one-fifth were traditional targets of civil affairs relief, with the
remainder being the newly poor. Monies allotted had risen substantially
as well: in the first nine months of that year, 1.5 billion yuan was allocated for this programme, a ten-fold increase over the funds that had been
spent on relief just seven years previously.
In September 1999, the State Council issued its formal and final Regulations for the Minimum Livelihood Guarantee for Urban Residents, to
go into effect on October 1 that year. Moreover, in that autumn, the
allowance per recipient rose by 30 per cent in a number of localities, with
more than 80 per cent of the increase coming from the central Ministry
of Finance.(116) In fact, with a few exceptions, all of China’s provinciallevel units received financial subsidies from the central government for
the dibao.(117) Nonetheless, even at the end of the year 2000, when the
figure served had risen to 3.2 million people, the Ministry of Civil Affairs
calculated that somewhat less than one-quarter of the urban poor at that
time were being helped.(118)
From 2001, however, there was a massive upswing in the monies that
the central government devoted to the programme, and recipients
numbered more than 20 million by early 2004.(119) That year, as much as
15 billion yuan was budgeted for the programme (with the central
government contributing a full 60 per cent of the funds, this to a project
that was originally designed to be locality-funded). But the average recipient that year received a mere 56 yuan.(120) It is important to note, though,
that these increases are felt at the grassroots, and indigent urbanites,
although fully conscious that the amounts are inadequate, feel grateful
for the increments.(121)
Additional central treasury ad hoc allotments have subsidized
particularly destitute regions where job losses have been especially
heavy.(122) In 2001, Liaoning province, the home of the most worker lay
offs – and, not inconsequentially, of protests(123) – became the site of a
three-year experiment in social security reform, a trial whose accomplishments were trumpeted nationwide despite some lingering problems.(124)
In 2004, the government announced its intention to expand the
programme to the other two hard-hit northeastern provinces, Jilin and
Heilongjiang.(125) In its urgency to undergird the livelihood of the antagonized proletariat in that region, as well as to display a success story, the
central government contributed as much as 80 per cent of the necessary
funds for these “experiments”.(126)
Another tack in mollifying losers has been various forms of protectionism. Arguably, some of China’s questionable or blatantly insufficient
compliance with its World Trade Organization membership requirements
have amounted to industrial policies geared to placate farmers and
workers in unstable provinces. Examples include its pre-2004 delays and
barriers to imported soybeans, and its continuing supporting measures
for domestic automobile production. Indeed, the open door to soybeans
came only in the wake of fund transfusions to the northeast, where
soybeans are the specialty.(127)
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c. Coercion
Protest in China has risen dramatically in recent years.(128) Tens of thousands of incidents occur each year, with the numbers of such events
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regime has become adept at suppressing opposition of any sort, whether
it appears on the streets, in the form of petitions, in the media, or even
between individuals, as on the telephone or through the Internet. Its
power to intimidate and punish may trump all of its other moves to stay
on top of discontent. These methods surely are the most obvious ways of
sustaining and containing the situation of tolerable, generally disconnected, peaceful, relatively small-scale and localized instances of instability that have obtained on the mainland for a decade and a half.(131)
Cases of outright coercion are legion. Modernization and new sources
of income in the state’s hands have made it possible to outfit riot police
with crowd-control equipment, such as tear gas and other non-lethal
forms of dispersal,(132) while surveillance technologies, such as wiretapping and Internet blockage have enhanced the ability of the state and
its agents to apprehend and silence organizers.(133) The general pattern,
extending back to the first outbreaks of worker protest right up to the
present, is to arrest, detain and imprison the leaders at protests, while
distributing token cash hand-outs or partial back-pay to the masses.(134)
While this approach may not quell the anger and frustration experienced
by many sacked workers, it surely serves to frighten most from taking
positions of command – or even from participating at all in the ruckus
on the roads.
Overall, increasing responsiveness – if often not democratic or policyoriented – has managed to maintain the instability that does exist, at a
level and within a scope that may sustain the regime for years to come.
True, most of China’s problems are nearly inevitable in a country of its
size that is undergoing breakneck modernization and that is, simultaneously, in transition from a planned, socialist economy to a free
market one. But surely more can be done to meet the demands for social
justice that lie at the core of the instability – still controlled but apparently intensifying – that is plaguing the nation.
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